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gunkan ryuthis group of techniques is mainly concerned with training one-on-one combat. for example, one kumite ryu is called mai kempo. this is a collection of techniques which has its origin in the naha school (also called the naha ryu) and was only recently developed further. mai kempo consists of
techniques which are used against one or more opponents. the first example is the form called mai dai kempo (5 sections or stages). the second example is the basic art of mai dai kempo (see below). mai kempo consists of a group of techniques which, when combined, form a complete training system for

practical one-on-one self-defense. in 1983, the first shorinji kempo video was made, and the effects on martial arts were immediate, as the name shorinji kempo began to be recognized by new devotees. in the late 1980s, several styles of shorinji kempo began to appear in the united states. the international
shorinji kempo association (iska) was formed in 1987, and in 1993, iska recognized the first black belt in shorinji kempo, richard williams, who was originally from houston, texas. he had been a student of joe lewis, another black belt from houston, who studied shorinji kempo in the sixties. in the early 1990s,
the american shorinji kempo association (aska) was formed by richard williams, donald "shogo" shigemura, and two others. in 1994, the first american shorinji kempo master, daihachi maruyama, became a 5th dan. in 1995, the first international masters tournament was held in vancouver, british columbia.

since that time, the popularity of shorinji kempo has grown rapidly. in the u.s., there are well over 150 shorinji kempo schools in operation, and there are more than 50 shorinji kempo associations. shorinji kempo is taught in the united states by shorinji kempo teachers from japan, taiwan, hong kong,
england, korea, ireland, italy, denmark, canada, france, spain, germany, and many other countries. worldwide, there are now over 300 shorinji kempo schools, and the system has spread to over 50 countries.
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also in the 1980s, another new popular form of martial arts emerged from okinawa, the country which has been host to some of the strongest shorinji kempo in
the world. although it originated from okinawa, the art was developed by some of the students of a man named kenji tomiki, who was a direct student of doshin

so. while studying in china, kenji tomiki had learned kung fu from one of the greatest masters of that art, sun lu-tong, the founder of the sun style of kung fu.
the most famous kung fu masters in the world considered that sun style of kung fu was the highest level of chinese kung fu. because the former emperor of

china granted permission to only the best chinese kung fu masters to teach in japan, sun lu-tong was one of the few to be given that status, and the rest of his
students were granted the status of wudang masters. while in china, kenji tomiki learned the body techniques, such as, the half-moon fist, the fish punch, and
the dragon punch, from sun lu-tong. he also learned the most effective weapon techniques from sun lu-tong, and he combined them with the body techniques
he had learned from sun lu-tong to create the kenjutsu style of kung fu. in 1992, a man named john fairchild made some of the first modern translations of the
shorinji kempo syllabus. his translations, which were available in both chinese and english, were used by many of the new shorinji kempo schools that began to
spring up in the u.s. the first part is called kihon and is study that is oriented to the physical development. in this part we focus on the fundamentals of shorinji

kempo: stance, weight distribution, body alignment, footwork, ukemi, basic attack and defense and basic hand and foot techniques. this is a very important part
as this part will teach you how to apply the principles of the shorinji kempo into your fight. 5ec8ef588b
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